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By Harriet Ziefert

Blue Apple Books, United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Is that a quack shack? Will the ball stay on the wall? Flip a page and watch a sack turn into
quacks with sack and then sack on jack! Quack Shack features these word families: -ack, -ick, -ock
Nouns or verbs from a word family are shown. Single words progress into short phrases ( hot spot )
and then simple sentences. A die-cut at the bottom of the page encourages kids to turn - and see a
new word from the same family, along with a new image (a b-un becomes a s-un). With playful,
colorful art done in the Hello Kitty style, each book in this interactive phonics series features three
different word families. Word families help children recognize similarities between words that
rhyme and connect words with matching long, or short, vowel sounds. Kids can then read words
that they haven t seen before. Flip-a-Word takes kids from a single word, to a phrase, to a simple
sentence. From there, eye-catching illustrations will lead kids to imagine story scenarios only a
child could dream up! Kids, parents, teachers - everyone flips for Flip-a-Word!.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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